Contracts for federal and state governments

Capture solutions and products from Alaris help government agencies better serve citizens. A wide range of contracts are in place for sales to the public sector, ranging from the Air Force to NASA in the federal realm, and in states from California to Virginia – plus multiple 50-state agreements. On the following page is a summary of federal and state contracts with Kodak Alaris.
Helping government agencies serve citizens better

Alaris simplifies the digitization of paper documents and reduces inefficiencies to help government agencies optimize technology budgets, enhance compliance, and improve the security of information sharing.

To learn more about specific contracts and government solutions from Alaris, please visit: AlarisWorld.com/go/gov.

Want to learn more?
AlarisWorld.com

Contact us:
AlarisWorld.com/contactus

### FEDERAL AGENCY | CONTRACT
---|---
Department of Homeland Security | DHS FS II
NASA | SEWP V
GSA | GSA Schedule 36
GSA | GSA Schedule 70
NIH | CIO-CS
Air Force | Air Force DPI
Air Force | 2GIT
FAA | FAA SAVES
Army | ADMC-3
Army | ITE5-3H CHESS
DoD | DoD FedMall
Bureau of Prisons | BOPNET
DoD | Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) CFMS Contract
Drug Enforcement Agency | DEA Firebird Catalog

### STATE | CONTRACT
---|---
California | CMAS
Indiana | State of Indiana Office Equipment QPA
Kansas | Kansas Department of Admin
Louisiana | State of LA Microcomputers and Peripheral Contract
Maryland | DOIT Hardware and Associated Equipment and Services
Massachusetts | IT66
New York | NYS OGS Information Technology Umbrella Contract – Distributor Based
Ohio | State of Ohio Computer Hardware, Software, and IT Services
Pennsylvania | PEPPM
Texas | Texas DIR
Virginia | VITA
Nationwide | NASPO ValuePoint Computer Equipment, Peripherals and Related Services
Nationwide | NASPO ValuePoint Copiers and Managed Print Services
Nationwide | NCPA
Nationwide | Sourcewell (formerly NJPA)
Nationwide | U.S. Communities
Nationwide | National IPA